
When placed against a backdrop of rising 
or setting sun, the thin peels of bark on 

red-bark cherry (Prunus serrula) burst into 
brilliant shades of garnet and ruby red.

Photo by kym Pokorny

By Kym Pokorny
The bark of deciduous trees may 

take a back seat to flowers and fall 
color during most of the year — but in 
many cases, particularly in winter, that 
bark has ornamental value. 

As leaves drop and the fury of fall 
is over, the mottled, stripped, shaggy 
or muscular bark left behind presents a 
months-long season of fascination.

“When deciduous trees lose their foli-
age in winter and are bereft of the garb 
they’re dressed in the rest of the year, 
something totally different is revealed,” 
said Portland garden designer Lucy 

Bark may be an  
unsung attribute,  

but on these trees, it  
demands attention

Bark is 
beautiful
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▲ bark is beautiful

Hardiman, owner of Perennial Partners. 
“Bark becomes the dominant feature.”

Once you notice bark — such as 
the mahogany glow of a paperbark 
maple (Acer griseum) stripping on a 
stage of sun — you will be struck by its 
beauty and marketability. 

Growers, designers and gardeners 
seem to agree that A. griseum is the 
hallmark of a beautiful bark tree. Since 
it grows slowly to a manageable 25 feet 
and exhibits spectacular fall color, this 
maple has begun to show up as a street 
tree in parts of Portland. 

Neighbors notice and want one of 
their own. Pretty soon, the neighbor-
hood is peopled with paperbark. 

Letting the bark shine
Hardiman, who designs gardens 

with four seasons of interest in mind, 
said, “Every situation is different, but 

The bark of ‘Heritage’ River Birch (Betula nigra) peels away like pencil shavings in shades of orange, 
salmon and brown. Photo by kym Pokorny

Announcing, Wilbur-Ellis is now 
offering Apex® products to better 
serve your plant nutrient needs.

Please contact your local Wilbur-Ellis representative at  
503-981-3521 for more information on adding Wilbur-Ellis 
and Apex products to your plant nutritional program.

I D E A S  T O  G R O W  W I T H ®

a g . w i l b u r e l l i s . c o m

For information only. Not a label. Prior to use, always read and follow the product label directions. 
 WILBUR-ELLIS logo and Ideas to Grow With are registered trademarks of Wilbur-Ellis Company.  
APEX is a registered trademark of Simplot. K-0114-391

WORKING TOGETHER  
TO BETTER SERVE  

YOUR NEEDS
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#6 and 3/8–1/16 horticultural

PUMICE — 
there is another choice
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• Supplying Pumice since 2006
• Conveniently located in Bend, OR
• Family Owned and Operated

Tired of getting the runaround?
Call us today & do business the easy way  541-382-8267

lathamexcavation.com

SIMNITT NURSERY

  • Rhododendrons
  • Daphne
  • Kalmia 
  • Pieris

S�cializing in:

138 NE 22nd Ave. • Canby, Oregon  97013 
phone 503-266-9640 • fax 503-263-6330

www.simnittnursery.com

with Acer griseum, you have to think 
about how the light will hit it. With its 
cinnamon-colored rolls of peeling bark, 
you should place it where the sun will 
come through, and it will look like 
stained glass.”

Stewartia pseudocamellia, on the 
other hand, doesn’t need sun to make 
itself known. It peels in a patchwork 
pattern with blushes of pink, rust, green 
and cream revealed under the older 
brown bark. Add a statuesque form, 
resplendent fall color and a flurry of 
white, camellia-like flowers in fall when 
the season of bloom for most trees is 
long past, and you’ve got a perfect 
example of a perfect tree. 

“Stewartia has to be in the top five 
of all-time bark trees,” said Gary Handy, 
owner of Handy Nursery in Boring. “It’s 
a given. If people see it, the bark is a 
characteristic that will sell it.” 

Planted in moist, rich soil, ‘Heritage’ River Birch 
(Betula nigra) is fast growing to 35–40 feet.  
Photo by kym Pokorny
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To see a good specimen, Handy 
suggests a trip to the Elk Rock Garden 
at Bishop’s Close in Southwest Portland, 
where you can add your fingertips to 
the thousands of others that over the 
years have burnished the bark smooth 
on a decades-old Stewartia. 

Nancy Buley, owner of Treephoria 
nursery in Boring, agreed that Stewartia 
and paperbark maple are at the top 
of the bark-is-best list, and adds crape 
myrtle (Lagerstroemia), river birch 
(Betula nigra) and coral bark maple 
(Acer palmatum ‘Sango Kaku’) to her 
quintuplet of favorites. 

“Those are the usual suspects,” Buley 
said, “but what about the unusual ones?”

The barks less planted
The bark that Buley has in mind 

belongs to American yellowwood 
(Cladrastis kentukea), a Southeast U.S. 

▲ bark is beautiful

Coral bark Japanese maple (Acer palmatum ‘Sango Kaku’) has brilliant coral bark on young branches;  
its color intensifies in winter. Photo by kym Pokorny

Always read and follow label directions before sale or use of this product.
© 2014 An ICL Fertilizers Company, Worldwide Rights Reserved.
*Barricade® is a trademark of a Syngenta Finance Corporation. Gallery® is a 
trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC. 
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Appearing together for the fi rst time in a 
convenient, liquid pre-emergent herbicide 
specially formulated for nursery use–the 
two trusted actives found in Barricade® 
and Gallery.®* Gemini™ gives you:

  •  A consistent and prolonged 
herbicide barrier

  •  Control or suppression of more than 125 
broadleaf and grassy weeds

  •  A cost in use per acre that’s competitive 
with tank mixing
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Prunus sargentii ‘JFS-KW58’ (Pink Flair® cherry) 
has year-round appeal: from fragrant, bright pink 
flowers in spring, to polished, dark brown bark  
in winter. Photo by kym Pokorny

native with blotchy horizontal stripes of 
dark and light gray. It grows to about 
45 feet and has the typical broad cano-
py of a good shade tree. 

“It handles heat very well,” said 
Buley, who also works for J. Frank 
Schmidt & Son Co. and was recently 
bestowed the Frederick Law Olmsted 
Award for her commitment to trees. 
“There’s one at Director Park in down-
town Portland with pavement all around 
it that’s doing really well. It would make 
a nice garden tree. After seeing that yel-
lowwood, definitely I’m a believer.”

Another group of unsung heroes 
are the striped-bark or snakebark 
maples, which Buley and Handy agree 
are underused and unappreciated.

“When considering bark character 
in the Acer genus, you cannot go with-
out mentioning snakebarks,” Handy 
said. “There are a bunch of species, 
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▲  bark is beautiful

but very few are growing it in the trade. 
They’re a novelty, but shouldn’t be. 
They’re truly outstanding.”

‘White Tigress’ is the best known, 
but not necessarily the best. Buley feels 
that distinction goes to a selection of 
Acer tegmentosum from the University 
of Washington Botanic Gardens’ 
Washington Park Arboretum that was 
named ‘Joe Witt’ by plantsman Dan 
Hinkley in honor of the former curator. 
Wavy, bright white stripes shine verti-
cally down the jade-green bark of this 
member of the educational Great Plant 
Picks program.  

“I think it’s more vigorous than 
‘White Tigress’,” Buley said about the 
vase-shaped, medium-sized tree. “It just 
hasn’t caught on. With all due respect 
to Joe, ‘White Tigress’ has a catchier 
name, so it sells better.”

“Yeah,” said Handy, “we had to con-
clude its popularity was all in the name.”

In Hardy’s opinion, the crème de la 
crème of snakebarks is Acer pensylvani-
cum ‘Erythrocladum’, an unfortunately 
difficult-to-find, hard-to-pronounce and 
hard-to-propagate tree sent to him by a 
friend in Scotland.

“I thought, ‘What’s the big deal? It’s 
just another snakebark,’” Handy said. 
“Then I went out around Thanksgiving 
when the tree had dropped its leaves. 
It looked like it had been plugged into 
a light socket. Put your welder’s glasses 
on. It’s on a level by itself.”

Seeing red
In the red range, not much except 

paperbark maple can touch red-bark 
cherry (Prunus serrula), and maybe not 
even that. 

Glistening and smooth as finely 
sanded and stained wood, red-bark 
cherry begs to be stroked. Place this 
craggy-branched tree against a back-
drop of rising or setting sun and the 
thin peels of bark burst into brilliant 
shades of garnet and ruby red. 

Though not crowned in spring 
with the blooms of hybridized flower-
ing cherries, this 30-foot-tall tree doesn’t 
need the additional adornment.
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“If you’re going to talk about bark,” 
Handy said, “Prunus serrula is it. Way 
back in the day when not a lot of work 
or effort was made to grow Acer gri-
seum, we had Prunus serrula. Red-bark 
cherry is one of the old standards in 
trees with bark characteristics.”

Pete Brentano of Brentano’s Tree 
Farm in St. Paul thinks so, too, but 
he also favors Prunus maackii (Amur 
chokecherry), with often shaggy bark 
that is more in the golden range, espe-
cially in arid climates like central and 
eastern Oregon.

“It’s just a different color than we 
see in anything else,” Brentano said. 
“And it’s extremely hardy and has a 

decent flower set. It has a lot of value.”
It doesn’t have to be winter to get 

the most out of bark, Hardiman pointed 
out. If the tree is limbed up, especially 
if it is multi-stemmed, it looks good 
year round; for example, an old Cornus 
kousa (Kousa dogwood) wrapped in 
a craggy outer layer that slowly exfoli-
ates to a camouflage of green, brown, 
bronze and beige. 

“People don’t think of Cornus 
kousa as a tree with good bark,” 
Hardiman said about the 25-foot tree, 
which flowers a little later than other 
dogwoods. “But it’s tough, appropri-
ate for small gardens and flowers like 
crazy. It’s stunning.”

(888) 732-7286   FAX (716) 282-6103

WHOLESALE GROWERS OF QUALITY

FIELD GROWN NURSERY STOCK

KATHY & GREG WILMES
18995 ARBOR GROVE RD. NE

WOODBURN, OR 97071
FAX (503) 678-3247

kwilmes@kgfarmsinc.com

Ornamentals  Deciduous Shrubs
Evergreen Shrubs  Conifers

(503) 678-3245

Although bark color can be variable, many authorities consider the bark of Betula utilis var. jacquemontii 
to be the whitest found on any birch. Photo by kym Pokorny
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FARWEST 
Boot

Acer tegmentosum ‘Joe Witt’ is a striking selection of snakebark maple, named for the former director of 
Seattle’s Washington Park Arboretum. Photo by kym Pokorny

So are crape myrtles. After a quick 
couple of years, Lagerstroemia, espe-
cially L. indica hybrids, do the bark 
thing as well as any genus. 

‘Osage’, which Paul Bonine of Xera 
Plants thinks is the best of the best, 
boasts the brightest orange of any bark-
happy tree. Big, irregular chunks the 
color of sweet potato flesh dominate a 
background of silvery green. 

‘Natchez’, another stellar hybrid 
to come out of the Washington Park 
Arboretum breeding program, displays 
cinnamon-colored mottling overlay-
ing a smooth olive green surface. Both 
are great choices for smaller gardens, 
put on a dazzling red dress in autumn, 

and bridge the gap from late summer 
through fall with more-than-obvious 
trusses of flowers.

The benchmark of bark
Birches may be the most iconic 

bark trees in the Northwest. Especially 
popular is Betula utilis var. jacque-
montii. With bark as white as a movie 
star’s smile, a mature 45-foot Himalayan 
birch certainly makes a statement. It’s 
the bread and butter of landscapers up 
and down the West Coast and is often 
arranged in a trinity or grown with 
more than one trunk. 

Though much more resistant than 
European birch, B. jaquemontii can be 
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bothered by bronze birch borer. That, 
Handy said, leaves the “very cool” 
river birch (B. nigra). ‘Heritage’, a fast-
growing selection with papery orange, 
salmon and brown strips pulling away 
from a creamy base, is the best known.

Still, people are willing to take their 
chances with B. jaquemontii, which is 
extremely popular, especially as a speci-
men tree in gardens. If using it, you 
will want a bright green background or 
bright green companion plants. 

Hardiman thinks of camellia, species 
rhododendrons with interesting indu-
mentum, stepping down to sweetbox 
(Sarcococca ruscifolia) and hellebores 
at the feet. Throw in a ‘Charity’ mahonia 
and you’ve got a striking combination.

Deserving of more respect
With all these beauties out there, 

why doesn’t bark get the respect it 

Bark on the trunk and limbs of Acer griseum, commonly called paperbark maple, is extremely 
ornamental, peeling back into large curls which remain on the tree in attractive contrast to the  
tan-to-rose brown inner bark. Photo by kym Pokorny
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deserves? Well, for one thing, people 
don’t spend much time in the garden 
in winter. And most people, said Buley, 
are not used to looking down when 
checking out a tree; we naturally look 
up to see flowers and foliage.  

“It also has to do with promotion,” 
Handy said. “Let’s face it — when a 
grower sits down to write out a descrip-
tion, bark is the low guy on the totem 
pole. First, you have to have the size 
and flower and fall color. Bark is clear 
down at the bottom.”

But it shouldn’t be. As Lucy 
Hardiman said, “On a scale from 1 to 
10? I see bark on an equal footing with 
foliage, flower and berries.” 

Kym Pokorny is a freelance writer  
specializing in gardening and the  
nursery industry. She can be reached  
at madrona29@yahoo.com.

▲ bark is beautiful

The wood of Cladrastis kentukea contains a yellow dye which distinctively colors the heartwood and 
gives rise to the common name of American yellowwood. Photo by kym Pokorny
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